Department of Community and Therapeutic Recreation
School of Health & Human Sciences
University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Faculty Meeting Minutes

Friday, April 12, 2013; 1 - 3 pm; TR Lab

Compliance Assist: Undergraduate (Gladwell); Graduate (Bedini)-Faculty should be sure to do the post-tests for the pre/post test data. Amy will order more scantron forms.

CTR Annual Report: Sedona data, Talking Points, Student Learning Enhancement Highlights, CTR Strategic Plan-April 29th is the deadline to have faculty data entered. Info on the teaching load will already be in the system. The Dean will also submit about 7 talking points from the entire HHS school. Kim will write an entry (the one Wineberg reviewed). Student learning enhancements, faculty should remember this is data-driven and will need to submit decisions to SJS for submittal. CS and LAB will write a paragraph on the CTRS training session. We will also create a comprehensive database of community partners. CTR community partners database will be created in excel and will have the following id’s: 1. Fieldwork, 2. Scholarship (research or publishing with community partners), 3. Grants and contracts, 4. Student learning outcomes, 5. PAC and other community partnerships.

Student Scholarships: Bedini; Harvey; Davis; Stout (Stone) – Outstanding students will also be chosen. The Dean’s office will provide a giftcard and certificate of appreciation.

SOAR Summer Faculty Support (Gladwell)-NG routed a schedule for the summer SOAR sessions and asked that faculty sign up for sessions.

CTR Commencement – May 8 (Chandler)-All arrangements have been made, speakers have been contacted, and interpreters hired. GA’s will be available beginning at 12:30. Faculty will provide a list of tasks for each GA. Marshal and GA’s will be instructed wear white shirt/black pants.

May 3 Faculty Retreat: Plan Agenda (Schleien)